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Abstract. Quality is one of the big challenges when consuming Linked Data. Measures for quality of linked data datasets have
been proposed, mainly by adapting concepts defined in the research field of information systems. However, very limited attention
has been dedicated to the quality of linksets, that might be as important as dataset’s quality when consuming data coming from
distinct sources. In this paper, we address linkset quality proposing two measures, the reachability and the importing, to assess
the completeness of linkset-complemented SKOS thesauri. In particular, the reachability and importing estimate the ability of a
linkset to enrich a thesaurus, respectively, with new concepts and their properties. We validate the proposed measures with an
in-house developed synthetic benchmark and we show an example of their exploitation on real linksets in the context of the EU
project eENVplus.
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1. Introduction

Linked Data is largely adopted by data produc-
ers such as European Environment Agency, US and
some EU Governs, whose first ambition is to share
(meta)data making their processes more effective and
transparent. The increasing interest and involvement of
data providers surely represents a genuine witness of
the Linked Data success, but in a longer perspective,
the quality of the exposed data will be one of the most
critical issues in the data consumption process. After
all, as discussed in [23], data is only worth its quality.

The research pertaining to Linked Data quality is es-
pecially focused on datasets [23]. However, one of the
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most interesting promises that Linked Data makes is
“Linked Data will evolve the current web data into a
Global Data Space", which implicitly assumes the ex-
ploitation of data items coming from different sources
as a whole. In the Linked Data context, this is possi-
ble by connecting information belonging to different
sources by way of linksets. Through linksets a Linked
Data consumers can reach new information to com-
plete and enrich data at hand, so, in order to keep the
Linked Data promise, the quality of connections (here-
inafter linkset quality) is as important as the quality of
data.

This paper proposes a method to shed light on this.
It presents two measures, the reachability and the im-
porting, which estimate the ability of a linkset to enrich
a thesaurus with new concepts and their properties re-
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spectively. The proposed metrics do not aim at assess-
ing the completeness and the correctness of a linkset or
of the thesauri the linkset is connecting. They rather es-
timate the completeness of the linkset-complemented
thesaurus, which is the thesaurus enriched with infor-
mation that is obtained by cross-walking one of its
linkset. This paper extends the notion of linkset quality
introduced in [2] focusing on skos:exactMatch
linksets, a kind of linkset among thesauri exposed as
Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) On-
tology in the Linked Data. skos:exactMatch link-
sets have been chosen considering the application sce-
narios we are facing in the EU funded project eEN-
Vplus (CIP-ICT-PSP grant No. 325232), where we
deal with a remarkable number of environmental the-
sauri exposed as Linked Data [4]. Considerable efforts
have been spent to interlink thesauri such as GEMET,
EARTh [3], AGROVOC [7], EUROVOC, UNESCO,
RAMEAU, TheSoz [22], but, currently, there is no way
to assess the value of these interlinks in terms of use-
fulness and information gain.

To this purpose this paper specifically contributes
with

– the formalization and experimental validation of
reachability, a metric which values the number of
new concepts reachable passing through a linkset.
In particular, reachability can be deployed to es-
timate the ability of a linkset to enrich the set of
concepts that are browsable through a thesaurus
(aka., the thesaurus’ browsing space);

– the experimental validation of importing, a mea-
sure we formalized in [5], which checks the
linkset complementation potential for any SKOS
property. In particular, when applied on the prop-
erties skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel,
importing can help in addressing the incomplete
language coverage1 issue, which affects many
popular SKOS thesauri [21];

– an application of these two measures in the
context of eENVplus (CIP-ICT-PSP grant No.
325232), in which the potential of the aforemen-
tioned measures is shown considering two exam-
ples of linksets in the Linking Open Data cloud
diagram 2014.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces concepts on which the paper relies on (i.e., data-

1Incomplete language coverage arises when skos:prefLabel
and skos:altLabel are provided in all the expected languages
only for a subset of the thesaurus concepts.

set, linkset and complementation of a dataset via its
linkset). Section 3 formalizes the importing and reach-
ability providing related quality indicators and score
functions. Section 4 introduces the goal of our experi-
mentation and explains the methodological and archi-
tectural setting adopted to validate the proposed qual-
ity measures. Section 5 discusses the results of experi-
mentation showing the proposed measures as an effec-
tive predictor for multilingual and concept gain which
may be obtained by complementing thesauri via their
skos:exactMatch linksets. Section 6 applies the
importing and reachability on some examples of link-
sets in the LOD cloud. Finally, we discuss related work
in Section 7 and the conclusions and future work in
Section 8.

2. Basic Concepts

This paper considers resources on the Web rep-
resented by the Resource Description Framework
(RDF)2. A RDF triple (s,p,o), whose elements s, p and
o are generically indicated as RDF terms (hereafter,
the set RDFTerms), is a tuple (s, p, o) ∈ (RDFRiri ∪
BNode)×RDFProp× (RDFRiri∪BNode∪RDFLit)
where RDFRiri is the set of RDF resources denoted
by an IRI (e.g., http://dbpedia.org/resource/Earth),
BNode is the set of blank nodes, and RDFLit is the
set of RDF literals (e.g., Dog). RDFProp represents
the set of RDF properties, which might be divided
in Object Property (OBJProp), namely properties
connecting resources/blacknodes, and Data Properties
(DTProp),which are properties connecting resource to
RDFLit. Each literal in RDFLit has a datatype D, be-
longing to the set of possible datatypes D. D includes
xsd datatypes and in particular, strings with ISO lan-
guage tags3 (RDFLitLtag) (e.g., Dog@en).

In particular, we use the notion of dataset and linkset
provided in the Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets
(VoID) [8], an RDF vocabulary commonly adopted for
expressing metadata about RDF datasets exposed as
Linked Data. A dataset (D) is a set of RDF triples pub-
lished, maintained or aggregated by a single provider.
Formally, let X be a dataset, the predicate tX(s, p, o)
holds if and only if the RDF triple (s,p,o) ∈ X.

A linkset (L) is a special kind of dataset contain-
ing only RDF links between the void:subjectsTarget
and the void:objectsTarget respectively representing

2http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-primer/
3http://tools.ietf.org/html/bcp47#section-2.2.9
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the object and the subject of the linkset. Each RDF
link is RDF triple (s,p,o), where s and o belong re-
spectively to the subject and object dataset of the
linkset, p is a object property (e.g., skos:exactMatch,
owl:sameAs) that indicates the type of the link. RDF
links in a linkset should all have the same type, oth-
erwise, the linkset should be split in distinct linksets.
This paper considers skos:exactMatch linksets, that
are made only by skos:exactMatch links among SKOS
thesauri. Such type of linksets binds SKOS concepts
with equivalent meaning.

The notions of multi-relational network, multidi-
mensional adjacency matrix, power matrix presented
in [18] are exploited and extended to mathematically
captures the connectivity among RDF resources.

Definition 1 (Multi-relational network from a RDF
triple set). A multi-relational network is defined for
each set of RDF triples X as MX = (VX ,EX) , where

– VX = {s|tX(s, p, o)} ∪ {o|tX(s, p, o) ∧ o ∈
RDFRiri∪BNode} is the set of vertices in the net-
work, which represent RDF resources and blank
nodes in X;

– EX = {E1, E2, ..., Em} is the family of edge
sets in the network, such that, there is an edge
set Eq ⊆ (V × V ) : 1 ≥ q ≥ m for every ob-
ject property in X , namely, ∀p.tX(s, p, o),∃q.q =
indexOf(p).

Assuming n = |VX |, m = |EX |, x, y ∈ VX , z ∈ EX ,
indexOf : VX ∪ RDFProp → [1,max(n,m)] is a
surjective function mapping vertices and object prop-
erties in their correspondent indexes.

Given a set of RDF triple X , let W ∈ {0, 1}1×m be
an array of weights for object property, such that, W [q]
is equal to 1 if the object property q occurring in the
set of RDF triple X is considered relevant for a given
analysis.

Definition 2 (Multi-dimensional weighted adjacency
matrix for a RDF triple set). The multi-relational
weighted adjacency matrix is the result of the function
A : (2RDFTriple × {0, 1}1×m) → {0, 1}m×n×n de-
fined as

A(X,W )q,i,j =

{
W [q] if tX(x, z, y)

0 otherwise.

assuming x, y ∈ VX , i = indexOf(x), j = indexOf(y)
and z ∈ Eq , q = indexOf(z).

For each object properties z, such that q =
indexOf(z) and W [q] > 0, A(X,W )q corresponds to
the adjacency matrix built considering only edges of
the multi-relational network MX = (VX ,EX) which
correspond to the property z.

Definition 3 (Flattening function). Let A be a multi-
dimensional weighed adjacency matrix and i,j= 1, . . .,
n. The flattening function F : {0, 1}m×n×n → Nn×n0

is defined as follows:

F (A)i,j =

m∑
h=1

Ah,i,j

The above flattening function projects a multi-labeled
graph to a single-labeled graph. F (A)i,j is equal to n
if there are n distinct object properties connecting the
resources represented by vertices i and j.

Definition 4 (Powers of Adjacency matrix). Let A be
the adjacency matrix Nn×n0 . The power k of an adja-
cency matrix denoted with Ak is defined as

Ak =

{
A(k−1)A if k > 1

A if k = 1

where the product between two matrices A and B is
(AB)i,j =

∑
n ai,nbn,j .

The power k of adjacency matrix A represents the
number of paths of length k among edges of the cor-
responding graph. For example, Aki,j represents the
number of paths of length k from i to j. Assuming
A = F (A(X,W )), Aki,j = n if and only if in the set
of triple X , there are exactly n paths of length k con-
necting i with j with relevant object properties.

Definition 5 (Matrix of Paths). Let A be an adjacency
matrix, Sk is the matrix denoting the number of paths
of length h ≤ k defined as

Sk =

k∑
h=1

Ah, k ≥ 1

{j|Ski,j ≥ 1} corresponds to the set of vertices that
can be visited starting from a vertex i with paths of
length minor or equal to k.

This paper adapts the notion of complementa-
tion via a linkset introduced in [2] to SKOS the-
sauri. Given two thesauri Ts, To and a linkset L
linking some concepts in Ts with some concepts in
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To, Ts can be complemented with To via L for k
hops, resulting in a third thesaurus identified with
TLk
s . Informally, TLk

s contains all RDF triples of
Ts and the SKOS/RDF triples reachable in To with
path of length less than k via L. Formally, let p be
a SKOS property, and Sk the power k of the ad-
jacency matrix associated to To we define: TLk

s =
{(s, p, o) | [tTs

(s, p, o)]∨ [tL(s, skos:exactMatch, y)∧
tTo

(y, p, o)] ∨ [k ≥ 2, tL(s
′, skos:exactMatch, o′) ∧

Sk−1o′,s ≥ 1 ∧ tTo(s, p, o)]}. Notice that, TLk
s and

TLk
s ∪ To usually differ. The former corresponds to

Ts in which triples induced by the skos:exactMatch
reachable in k hops have been materialized, while the
latter also include all the triples from To which are not
reachable in k hops.

3. Linkset Quality

This section formalizes the importing and reach-
ability as quality measures which assess linksets as
good as they improve a thesaurus with its interlinked
concepts and concepts’ properties. Thesauri are spe-
cial kind of datasets, and, in the following we will
refer only to thesauri. Importing and reachability are
structured coherently with the well-known quality ter-
minology presented in [6] including quality indica-
tors, scoring functions and aggregate metrics. Qual-
ity indicators are characteristics in datasets and link-
sets (e.g., pieces of dataset content, pieces of data-
set meta-information, human ratings) which give in-
dication about the suitability of a dataset/linkset for
some intended use. Scoring functions are functions
evaluating quality indicators to measure the suitabil-
ity of the data for some intended use. Aggregate met-
rics are user-specified metric built upon scoring func-
tions. These aggregations produce new assessment val-
ues through the average, sum, max, min or threshold
functions applied to the set of scoring functions. In the
following subsections, we formalize three indicators
and the importing and reachability scoring functions.
Moreover, we assume the correctness of thesauri and
since it is not the focus of our measures, in fact, our
objective is to evaluate the additional information col-
lected by the subject SKOS thesaurus from an object
SKOS thesauri through different linksets. We assume
also completeness for skos:exactMatch linkset,
that is, any concept in the subject thesaurus having an
exact equivalent concept in the object thesaurus must
be involved in a skos:exactMatch link and of
course in the linkset. Otherwise, our measures might

take into account duplicated information and the final
evaluation might differ too much from the real one,
leading to misleading conclusions. Aggregated metrics
on linksets can be defined, for example, combining ap-
plications of our scoring functions on different set of
parameters.

3.1. Indicators

We present the indicator val4P (abbreviation of
"values for property") that given an RDF Resource IRI
e in a dataset X returns all the values associated to
e for a specific RDF property, with the possibility to
specify or not (using _) a language tag.

Definition 6 (Value for property). Let e be a RDFRiri
of dataset X , p be a RDFProp, v and v@ln be respec-
tively in RDFLit and RDFLitLtag, and ln be an ISO
language tag or _. We define:

val4PX (e,p,ln) =

{
{v|tX(e, p, v)} if ln =_

{v@ln|tX(e, p, v@ln)} otherwise.

Example 1 Considering thesaurus Ts in Figure 1,
val4PTs

(x2, skos:prefLabel, en)={Snake@en}, whilst
val4PTs

(x2, skos:prefLabel, _)={Snake@en,
Serpente@it}, since in the latter there is no constraint
on the language tag.

Then, given a set of RDF Terms E and a linkset L,
we define an operator [ ]L that returns the elements of
E if they are not involved in any skos:exactMatch link,
or their linked RDF Terms, otherwise.

Definition 7 (Mapping operator). Let L be a linkset, Z
be a set of RDFTerms not including blank nodes. The
operator [ ]L is defined as follows:
[Z]L = {y|z ∈ Z ∧ (tL(z, skos:exactMatch, y) ∨
((¬tL(z, skos:exactMatch, y) ∨ z ∈ RDFLit)
∧ y = z))}. 4

Example 2 Considering thesauri Ts and To and linkset
L in Figure 1, [{Dog@en}]L={Dog@en}, since
{Dog@en} ⊂ RDFLitLtag⊂ RDFLit, and [{x2,x5}]L
={x2,y5}, since x2 has no skos:exactMatch link, and
y5 is the skos:exactMatch-linked RDFTerm for x5.

4The L’s RDF dump or SPARQL endpoint is specified in L’s
VOID description. Thus¬tL(z, skos:exactMatch, y) can be verified
under the close-world assumption.
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Fig. 1. Example of RDF/SKOS thesauri and skos:exactMatch Linkset.

Definition 8 (Visited verteces). Let X be a set of RDF
triples, W be the array denoting the weights for object
properties in X , S be the matrix denoting the number
of paths of length l ≤ k starting from adjacency matrix
A(X,W ), o ∈ VX , V V , the set of verteces visited in k
hops, is defined as follows:

V V k(o) =

{
{o} ∪ {j|j ∈ V ∧ Sko,j ≥ 1} for k ≥ 1
{o} for k=0

Example 3 Considering the thesaurus To in Figure 1,
and considering relevant the properties skos:narrower
and skos:broader, V V 1(y3) = {y1, y5, y7}, since
y1, y5, y7 are reached in one hop starting from y3,
whilst V V 2(y3) = {y1, y5, y7, y6, y8} since consider-
ing a further hop also y6 and y8 are reached.

3.2. Scoring functions

Using the indicators presented in the previous sec-
tion, we define now, the scoring functions characteriz-
ing our linkset quality measure.

The Importing scoring function evaluates the per-
centage of “gained values” for a RDF property p.
“Gained values” are values not already present in the
subject dataset X , but reachable through the linkset L
in object dataset Y . Importing assumes that the linkset
correctness has been previously validated. In the fol-
lowing, we present the importing scoring function for
a single link, then, we generalize defining the aver-
age importing scoring function for the whole linkset L.
The values of all scoring functions in this section are
percentages normalized between 0 and 1.

Definition 9 (Link importing for property). Let e be
in RDFRiri, l be in L and ln be an ISO

language tag or _. The link importing for e considering
property p through l is defined as follows:

LinkImp4pL(e,p,l,ln) =

{
0 if den = 0

LI4pL(e, p, l, ln) otherwise.

where

LI4pL(e,p,l,ln) = 1−

|val4PX (e,p, ln)|
|[val4PX (e,p,ln)]L ∪ val4PXL([{e}]{l},p,ln)|︸ ︷︷ ︸

den

.

Example 4 Considering the vertex x3 and its link l2,
the vertex x5 and its link l3, and the properties
pl = skos:prefLabel, al = skos:altLabel and br =
skos:broader showed in Figure 1.
LinkImp4pL(x3, pl, l2, _) =
1− |{Dog@en}|

|[{Dog@en}]L∪val4PXL ([{x3}]{l2},pl,_)|
=

1− |{Dog@en}|
|{Dog@en}∪{Dog@en,Cane@it}| ) = 0.5 and

LinkImp4pL(x3, al, l2, en)= 0 are, respectively, the
normalized percentage of new skos:prefLabel in any
language and new skos:prefLabel in English gained
by x3 via l2 LinkImp4pL(x5, br, l3, _) =
1− |{x3}|

|[{x3}]L∪val4PXL ([{x5}]{l3},br,_)|
=

1 − 1
|{y3}∪{y3,y6}| = 0.5 is the normalized percent-

age of broader concepts gained by x5 via l3. Only y6
is gained, since y3 is considered a duplication of x3

([{x3}]L= {y3}).

The importing aims at measuring the gain in complete-
ness when complementing via a linkset, thus, it returns
1 if and only if new values from the linked object are
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imported for an empty subject. The importing is de-
fined below generalizing the link importing on a prop-
erty and it represent the average importing of all links
included in the considered linkset L.

Definition 10 (Importing). Let be ln be an ISO lan-
guage tag or _, the importing of L with respect to p is
defined as :

importing(L,p,ln) =

1

|L|
∑

e∈{x|tL(x,∗,∗)},l∈L

LinkImp4pL(e,p,l,ln)

The Reachability is defined to measure the percent-
age of vertexes in the object dataset which are reach-
able cross-walking the links but are not direct ob-
ject of the links. The reachability assumes that the
linkset is correct and complete, namely it assumes
no link connects unrelated concepts and all subject
concepts which have a corresponding object concept
are linked. To formally define reachability, we con-
sider the set of verteces in object dataset Y with at
least one of the relevant properties, defined as VY |r=
{o|(tY (s, r, o) ∨ tY (o, r, s)) ∧W [indexOf(r)] > 0}),
and the set of vertexes involved as objects in links de-
fined as O = {o|tL(s, skos:exactMatch, o)}.

Definition 11 (Reachability). Given a linkset L, O the
set of vertexes involved as objects in L, W the vec-
tor of weight indicating the relevant object property to
be considered, and VY |r the set of verteces in object
dataset with at least one of the relevant properties, the
reachability for a path of length minor or equal to k is
defined as:

reachabilityk(L) =
|(
⋃
n∈O V V k(n)) \O|
|VY |r \O|

Example 5 Considering the example shown in Fig-
ure 1, and assuming that the skos:broader and
skos:narrower are the only object properties weighted
greater than zero in the weight matrix, the set of the
objects of the link is O = {y1, y3, y5}, the set of
vertexes in the object dataset having at least one of
the relevant property is VY |r= {y1, y3, y5, y6, y7, y8}
since we assume that the skos inverse relations have
been materialized, and as a consequence we have
that for each skos:broader in Figure 1 there is the
proper inverse skos:narrower and viceversa. The
set of vertexes reachable from the linkset in one

hop is
⋃
n∈O V V 1(n)={y1, y3, y5, y6, y7}, and then,

r1(L) =
|{y6,y7}|
|{y6,y7,y8}|=0.66 because y8 is not reachable

in one hops from the links’ objects. Moreover, if we
consider two hops,

⋃
n∈O V V 2(n)={y1, y3, y5, y6, y7,

y8} and r2(L) = |{y6,y7,y8}|
|{y6,y7,y8}| =1 since all the object

vertexes that are not directly linked via the linkset are
reachable in two hops.

4. Validation Framework

The validation aims at demonstrating the ability of
importing and reachability, respectively proposed in
Definitions 10 and 11 to evaluate the improvement
in completeness of a thesaurus when this is comple-
mented via linkset related information. We want to
demonstrate, the importing as a good predictor for
multilingual gain and the reachability as an estima-
tor of the percentage of new concepts gained cross-
walking a linkset. Thus, in the experimentation we fo-
cus on the SKOS thesauri and we consider the these
two set of SKOS properties for importing TSKOSlabel=
{skos:prefLabel,skos:altLabel} and for
reachability TSKOSrel={skos:narrower,
skos:related,skos:broader}.

We address the following research questions:

RQ 1 Do our measures detect linksets that do not
bring advantages in term of completeness of the
complemented thesaurus? Do our measures de-
tect linksets that bring advantages in term of com-
pleteness of the complemented thesaurus?

RQ 2 What about the reliability of the our measures
results? When do our measures provide reliable
information for completeness? When are they not
reliable?

In the following, we introduce the basic concepts of the
methodology adopted to validate the importing and the
reachability. Then, we present the modular validation
architecture discussing in detail each component and
the choices made.

4.1. Methodology Motivation and Principles

Due to the novelty of the research field of Linked
Data quality, there are only few benchmarks to validate
aggregated quality measures and quality score func-
tions (e.g., lodqa5 and the LACT link specification6).

5http://lodqa.wbsg.de/
6 https://github.com/LATC/24-7-platform/

tree/master/link-specifications

http://lodqa.wbsg.de/
https://github.com/LATC/24-7-platform/tree/master/link-specifications
https://github.com/LATC/24-7-platform/tree/master/link-specifications
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Unfortunately, none of them focuses on completeness
of complemented thesauri and can be exploited to an-
swer our research questions. For these reasons, our val-
idation methodology relies on a synthetic benchmark
built from scratch. The synthetic benchmark is made
of a well-defined set of tests. Each test is composed
of two SKOS thesauri and one skos:exactMatch
linkset between them. Thesauri and linksets in the test
sets are created altering a seed SKOS thesaurus in-
cluding a varied kind of situations our metrics should
be able to discern (a.k.a., the problem space). Our re-
search questions investigate the relation between im-
porting / reachability and the completeness of the com-
plemented thesauri. Thus, our ground truth, is based
on the completeness gain reached in the complemented
thesaurus. In order to estimate the completeness, we
consider the seed thesaurus, which is the most com-
plete thesaurus at hand, as the gold standard. The de-
sign of our validation explicitly addresses the draw-
backs identified in [9] affecting synthetic benchmark:
(i) lack of realism: tests are artificially created to
cover a problem space thus they are not necessary rep-
resentative of all the issues that can be encountered in
the reality; (ii) lack of variability: it is not possible
to vary the seed and the applied transformations; (iii)
lack of discriminability: tests are not able to really
discriminate between working and non working mea-
sures, since they are not enough difficult. Concerning
the lack of realism, the goal of our system, as already
discussed, is to validate the importing and reachability
assuming: (i) correctness for thesauri; (ii) correctness
and completness for linkset. This assumptions seem
reasonable, since, there are various tools we can use
to reach them. For example, SILK [13] and LIMES
[17] adopt parametric similarity to discover links and
provide specific mechanism to restrict or enlarge the
similarity criteria enabling in a fine grained tuning of
discovery. qSKOS [21] is specifically suited to detect
some of the most common issues affecting SKOS the-
sauri. Moreover, crowdsourcing methods have been
deployed to check and to improve the dataset qual-
ity [1] and can be deployed to double-checking linkset
correctness and completeness.

We delineate the problem space identifying the fol-
lowing critical and interesting situations: (i) the linkset
does not provides any importings for the considered
SKOS properties or does not reach any new SKOS
concepts; (ii) the linkset imports a significant number
of new values for the considered SKOS properties or it
reaches a significant number of new SKOS concepts;

(iii) the linkset covers a very limited number of SKOS
concepts exposed in the thesauri.

After that, we define a set of modifiers, specific for
importing and reachability, that apply the following
macro-alterations: different percentage of deletions in
the subject thesaurus, in the object thesaurus and in the
linkset. Then, this modifiers are also combined, to cre-
ate a range of alterations in the input thesauri and in the
linkset covering the aforementioned critical situations.

Lack of variability and discriminability are ad-
dressed, as suggested in [9], developing a flexible, ex-
tensible, open architecture7. Our architecture provides
a Test Sets Generator module that, through a fine tun-
ing of parameters, ensures the possibility to vary the
seed thesaurus and to perform random alteration on the
seed thesaurus with different precision, with the aim of
fully-cover the problem space. In the future, the frame-
work can be extended by third parties to provide fur-
ther alterators or seed thesauri to enlarge the problem
space.

4.2. A Modular Validation Architecture

In this section, we present the general validation ar-
chitecture, shown in Figure 2, used for both importing
and reachability. It has been implemented using Java,
and in particular the technology provided by Jena API
to manage RDF datasets, and it is made by two main
modules: the Test Sets Generator and the Complete-
ness Gain and Measure Assessment modules.

The Test Sets Generator module performs two es-
sential tasks. First, the creation from the gold stan-
dard/seed thesaurus TG of the subject and object the-
sauri, and of the skos:exactMatch linkset be-
tween them. Second, the alteration of the subject, ob-
ject thesauri and of the linkset to generate test sets.

The Completeness Gain and Measure Assessment
module provides the building blocks for working out
the proposed measures (Definitions 11, 10 ), the com-
plemented thesauri (defined at the end of Section 2),
and the completeness gain for complemented thesauri
considering the gold standard.
4.2.1. Test Sets Generation.

The goal of this component is to provide an ex-
tensive collection of test sets representative enough to
possibly fully-cover the problem space. This compo-
nent takes in input a seed thesaurus TG, that is elab-
orated by the Synthetic Thesauri and Linkset Genera-

7The framework will be available at http://purl.org/
net/linksetq

http://purl.org/net/linksetq
http://purl.org/net/linksetq
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Fig. 2. Modular Validation Architecture

tor module. Such a component duplicates TG in two
thesauri Ts and To changing the original namespace in
two different namespaces, in order to have the same
concepts with the same properties in both thesauri. A
linkset L is then generated between them. The thesauri
Ts, To and L are taken in input by the Modifiers module
that creates different test sets applying some alteration
on each of the three sets.

We define one modifier for importing: the dele-
tions of certain percentage of skos:prefLabel and
skos:altLabel in a thesaurus. The whole spec-
trum of possibilities are covered applying different
percentages of deletions for skos:prefLabel and
skos:altLabel on subject thesaurus (test set 1), on
object thesaurus (test set 2), and for links on linksets
(test set 3). Then, the same deletions are combined, al-
tering subject and object thesauri jointly (test set 4),
and subject, object and linkset (test set 5), see Table 1
for details. All the importing modifiers preserve cor-
rectness of the linkset.

The modifiers for reachability focus on the fol-
lowing SKOS semantic relations skos:narrower,
skos:related, skos:broader, considering only

the SKOS concepts linked by them. The modifiers for
reachability are explained in the following.

– Creation of paths with length K (mk_k). The ob-
jective is to create randomly a certain numbers of
paths with length K in To. Each path starts in a
skos:Concept that is an object of a links in L.
In order to create paths in To, it is necessary to
delete some concepts and their associated links in
Ts. The procedure starts identifying all the possi-
ble paths of length great or equal to K existing in
Ts. Then we really construct only a percentage of
all the possible paths, in particular, we consider
two percentages: 10% and 40%. After this first
step, we consider a SKOS concept cs in Ts that is
a subject of a link l in L with object co, and the
root of at least one path of length ≥ K. Starting
from cs we delete all the SKOS concepts csi , be-
longing to the considered path, related each others
by a skos:narrower or a skos:related
or maybe a skos:broader and their associated
triples. We consider two cases: paths of length
0 (i.e., we do not create apply the modificator
mk_k) and paths of length 4, since it seems a rea-
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sonable number of steps that a user should per-
forms, for example, during the search of a spe-
cialization/generalization of a SKOS concept in a
thesaurus. We need this modifier in order to be
sure that in To there exist some paths of length K,
and consequently some skos:Concept can be
reached from co only after K steps.

– Deletion of concepts in a thesaurus (dc). It ran-
domly deletes a certain percentage of
skos:Concept c belonging to Ts or to To and
all the triples involving c. It does not consider
concepts involved in L. We consider two percent-
ages of deletion: 30 and 90.

– Deletion of links in the linkset (dl) and of its re-
lated concepts the subject/object thesaurus. It ran-
domly deletes a certain percentage of
skos:exactMatch links in L and all the
triples in the considered thesaurus (Ts or To), in-
volving the skos:Concept cx that can be re-
spectively the subject/object of the link l. We con-
sider two percentages of deletion: 30 and 90. All
the modifiers for reachability are designed to pre-
serve both completeness and correctness of the
linkset (L).

We show, in Figure 3, how modifiers are combined
to possibly cover the problem space. The basic idea
under the creation of the test sets for reachability is the
following: first of all we must be sure that there ex-
ists skos:Concept reachable only through a path of
length K in To starting from the object concept of the
linkset L. This task is performed by the module mk_k
that consider only Ts and L. On the thesaurus and
linkset resulting from mk_k (Ts_mk_k and L_mk_k)
and on To we apply the two sequence: (i) dc 30%
and 90% and then dl 30% and 90% and inversely (ii)
dl 30% and 90% and dc 30% and 90%. In Figure
3, Tz can be substituted with Ts or To. At the end of
a sequence a test, with a specific subject, object and
linkset is created. For example, considering Ts, L, and
To using the sequence of modifiers: mk_k with k=4,
dc applied to Ts with 30% and dl applied to To with
90%, we create a test having the subject thesaurus in-
dicated with Ts_mk_4_dcs_30_dlo_90, the object the-
saurus with To_mk_4_dlo_90, and the linkset with
To_mk_4_dlo_90. Considering all the possible combi-
nations of dl and dc we create 40 different tests.
4.2.2. Completeness Gain and Measure Assessment.

This component evaluates the importing and the
reachability wrt the linksets in the generated test sets
and the completeness gain of the complemented the-

saurus. It relies on the notions of (i) Thesaurus values
restricted to p, (ii) Property/Concepts Completeness
wrt Gold Standard, (iii) Average Completeness Gain
wrt Gold Standard, and (iv) Normalization factor wrt
Gold Standard.

In the following, we consider the SKOS thesaurus
Th and its associated gold standard TG. We adapt the
concepts of restriction introduced in Definition 11 to
SKOS thesauri. Thus, considering the SKOS thesaurus
Th, a specific SKOS property p, the restriction is the
set of skos:Concept in Th having the property p.

Definition 12 (Th restricted to p). The restriction of
Th wrt p ∈ TSKOSlabel ∪ TSKOSrel is defined as:
Th|p= {c | c is a skos:Concept ∧ (tTh

(c,p,*) ∨
tTh

(*,p,c)})}.

The notion of completeness of a SKOS thesaurus
with respect to the gold standard, is derived by prop-
erty completeness for thesauri [23][10]. More specifi-
cally, for importing we refer to the property complete-
ness corresponds to the comparison between the num-
ber of values for the SKOS property p in the consid-
ered thesaurus and the number of values for p in the
gold standard.

Definition 13 (Property Completeness wrt Gold Stan-
dard). The completeness of Th wrt TG for
p ∈ TSKOSlabel is defined as follows:

Qp(Th, TG) =
1

|TG|p|
∑
t∈Th|p

|val4PropTh
(t,p,∗)|

|val4PropTG(t,p,∗)|

For reachability we refer to population complete-
ness, see [23], that represent all the necessary objects
for a given task, that is, the comparison between the
SKOS concepts reachable in a SKOS thesaurus using
a SKOS relation r and the SKOS concepts reachable,
using r, in the gold standard.

Definition 14 (Concepts Completeness wrt Gold Stan-
dard). The completeness of Th wrt TG for
r∈ TSKOSrel is defined as follows:
Qr(Th, TG) =

|VTh|r∩VTG|r |
|VTG|r |

.

Using the notion of completeness wrt the gold stan-
dard we define the average completeness gain wrt gold
standard. We refer to a subject thesaurus Ts, an ob-
ject thesaurus To, a linkset L and a gold standard TG.
Then, the average completeness gain calculates the in-
crement of completeness of TLk

s , the result of the com-
plementation of Ts in k hops, with the information
contained in To, using a specific linkset L. We present
a unique definition for importing and reachability.
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Fig. 3. Modifier module for reachability.

Test set 1. Alteration of Ts. To and L do not change.
Deletion in subject thesauri:
Test 1.1: 10% of skos:prefLabel and
skos:altLabel;
Test 1.2: 30% of skos:prefLabel and 10%
skos:altLabel;
Test 1.3: 60% of prefLabel and 50% skos:altLabel;
Test 1.4: 100% of skos:prefLabel and 0%
skos:altLabel;

Test set 2. Alteration of To. Ts and L do not change.
Deletion in object thesauri:
Test 2.1: 10% of skos:prefLabel and
skos:altLabel;
Test 2.2: 30% of skos:prefLabel and 10%
skos:altLabel;
Test 2.3: 60% of prefLabel and 50% skos:altLabel;
Test 2.4: 100% of skos:prefLabel and 0%
skos:altLabel;

Test set 3. Alteration of L, while, Ts and To do not change. Creation of different linkset deleting the
10% (Test 3.1), 30% (Test 3.2), 50% (Test 3.3), 90% (Test 3.4), 99% (Test 3.5) and 99.9% (Test 3.6) of
skos:exactMatch

Test set 4. Alteration of Ts and To; L does not change. 8 different combinations of 2 subjects, 4 objects and one
linkset. Deletions in Ts:
Ts_1: 90% of skos:prefLabel and 50% skos:altLabel;
Ts_2: 100% of skos:prefLabel and 90% skos:altLabel;
and for To:
10% of skos:prefLabel and 10%skos:altLabel;
30% of skos:prefLabel and 10% skos:altLabel;
60% of skos:prefLabel and 50% skos:altLabel;
100% of skos:prefLabel and 90% skos:altLabel;
The test sets: (i) Test 4.1/4.2/4.3/4.4 has Ts_1 as fixed subject thesaurus and change the object thesauri; (ii) Test
4.5/4.6/4.7/4.8 has Ts_2 as fixed subject thesaurus and change the object thesauri; the linkset L is the same for
all the tests.

Test set 5. Alteration: Ts and To and L, 48 different combinations of 2 subjects, 4 objects 6 and linksets. Modi-
fication for the subject Ts: (i) Ts_1: 90% of skos:prefLabel and 50% skos:altLabel; (ii) Ts_2 100%
of skos:prefLabel and 90% skos:altLabel.
Modification for the object To: (i) To_1: 10% of skos:prefLabel and 10%skos:altLabel; (ii) To_2:
30% of skos:prefLabel and 10% skos:altLabel; (iii) To_3: 60% of skos:prefLabel and 50%
skos:altLabel; (iv) To_4: 100% of skos:prefLabel and 90% skos:altLabel.
Modification for the linksetL deleting: (i) L_1: 10% of skos:exactMatch ; (ii) L_2: 30% of
skos:exactMatch ; (iii) L_3: 50% of skos:exactMatch ; (iv) L_4: 90% of skos:exactMatch ; (v)
L_5: 99% of skos:exactMatch; (vi) L_6: 99.9% of skos:exactMatch.
Test sets organized in groups for X=1, . . ., 5 as follows Test5.X groups a subset of tests where only the linkset
L_X is fixed, while from Test5.X5.1 to Test5.X5.4 the subject is fixed as Ts_1 and the object change from
L_1 to L_6; and, from Test5.X5.5 to Test5.X5.8 the subject is fixed as Ts_2 and the object change from L_1
to L_6.

Table 1
Description of the Test sets generated.
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Definition 15 (Average Completeness Gain wrt Gold
standard). Let TLk

s the complemented thesaurus of Ts,
p in TSKOSprop and r in TSKOSrel. Thus, considering
Qσ ∈ {Qp, Qr}, the average completeness gain of Ts
wrt TG is defined as follows:
Gain(Qσ, Ts, T

Lk
s )= Qσ(T

Lk
s , TG)−Qσ(Ts, TG).

As highlighted in [23], in order to deal with com-
pleteness it is necessary to consider the "close-world"
assumption where a gold standard is available and it is
used as reference thesaurus. In the real situations con-
sidered for assessing linkset quality, an explicit gold
standard is usually not available, thus, our metrics are
defined considering only the thesaurus at hand, even if
the dimensions of the thesaurus at hand and of the gold
standard might be very different. Due to this possible
difference, some sort of dimensional harmonization,
defining a proper normalization factor, is needed to
compare the Gain and our measures. The normaliza-
tion factor for importing is derived from linkset com-
pleteness [11] and linkset coverage [2]. It represents
the coverage of the linkset wrt the entities in the gold
standard with property values for p, it is based on the
cardinality of the linkset (i.e., |Links(L)|) and on the
cardinality of the gold standard restricted to property p
(i.e., |TG|p|).

Definition 16 (Linkset Property Coverage wrt Gold
standard). The the linkset coverage of property p wrt
TG is defined as follows:
CLp (T )= |Links(L)|/|TG|p|.

The basic idea for reachability is to consider all
the SKOS concepts reachable in the object thesaurus
through the linkset. Thus, the normalization factor for
reachability is the comparison between the number
of concepts involved in at least in one of the con-
sidered SKOS relations belonging to the object the-
saurus To wrt those belonging to the gold standard
TG. More formally, the definition is based on the VTo|r
and VTG|r that represent, the verteces (concepts) of,
respectively, the RDF triples sets To and TG, reach-
able through the relation r. Moreover, since the pur-
pose is to consider the concepts only reachable through
certain SKOS relations, we discard the concept in-
volved in the linkset that are surely reachable through
a skos:exactMatch relation, thus we need also the
set O = {o|tL(s, skos:exactMatch, o)} (already de-
fined in 11).

Definition 17 (Concepts Coverage wrt Gold stan-
dard). The concept coverage of relation r in To wrt TG

is defined as:
CLr (To, TG)=

|VTo|r\O|
|VTG|r |

.

The Completeness Gain and Measure Assessment
component takes in input all the tests created by the
Test Sets Generator. Thus, let consider a test set TestN,
let TestN_i=< TestN_Ts_i, TestN_L_i, TestN_To_i>
(i.e., <subject_thesaurus, linkset, object_thesaurus>),
where each of its triples is generated as described
in Table 1 and in Figure 3. The measure (import-
ing or reachability) is evaluated directly on the link-
sets, considering the triple TestN_i. On the other
side, the completeness evaluation requires a further
step, the generation of the complementation of the
subject thesaurus TestN_Ts_i with the object the-
saurus TestN_To_i via TestN_L_i. We identify with
TestN_Ts_C the result of the Complementing Mod-
ule. Then, the Completeness Gain Assessment Module
takes in input the subject thesaurus TestN_Ts_i and its
complemented TestN_Ts_C and calculates the average
completeness gain.

5. Experimental Results

The goal of the experimental evaluation is to in-
vestigate the effectiveness of normalized importing
and normalized reachability (in the following sim-
ply importing and reachability) in the evaluation re-
spectively of the property and concepts complete-
ness gain (in the following, simply property gain
and concepts gain) of a thesaurus complemented
via a specific linkset. We analyse the behaviour of
these two functions on the synthetic test sets pre-
sented in Section 4. We have considered the GEn-
eral Multilingual Environment Thesaurus (GEMET)
as seed thesaurus. GEMET is a cc-by licensed the-
saurus which includes 5220 skos:Concept with
skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel in more
than 30 languages; and several SKOS semantic rela-
tions among SKOS concepts.

In the experiments for the importing, as already dis-
cussed, we focus on the properties
skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel. How-
ever, considering that GEMET has a quite limited
number of skos:altLabel and that the analysis of
results for the two properties brings to similar conclu-
sions, in the rest of the section, we focus on the re-
sult for p =skos:prefLabel. Figure 4 shows on
the x axis all the tests considered and on the y axis
the values for normalized importing and property gain.
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The two curves have pretty the same behaviour and the
normalized importing results being an upper bound for
the property gain. Moreover, since the normalization
factor we adopt is considered a quality measure in [11]
and [2], we compare and analyse the behaviour of all
the three distinct curves (gain, importing and normal-
ization factor), showing the result in Figure 5.

In the experiments on the reachability, we have
considered skos:broader, skos:narrower and
skos:related as the relevant properties when
building the multi-relational weighted matrix. The Fig-
ures 6, 7, 8 show on the y axis the values for the
concepts gain and the normalized reachability, and on
the x axis all the tests considered, respectively tests
with the 40% and 10% of the paths of length 4 cre-
ated (modifier mk_4), and tests without path creation
(modifier mk_0). The figures show that the normalized
reachability behaves similarly to the concepts gain,
and in particular, it is a lower bound for the concepts
gain.

Now we discuss importing and reachability be-
haviour with respect to the research questions we want
to investigate.

RQ1: Do our measures detect linksets that do not
bring advantages in term of completeness of the
complemented thesaurus? Do our measures detect
linksets that bring advantages in term of complete-
ness of the complemented thesaurus? RQ1-1: Con-
sidering the case in which the linkset does not provide
any importing for the considered properties or any new
SKOS concepts. As general observation both measures
have a good behaviour in particular when the value of
gain is very low or equal to zero. So, we can say the
measures correctly detect when a linkset is not bring-
ing advantages in term of gain.

Importing. Considering Figure 4, for test sets 2 and
3, both importing and property gain are zero, in
fact, the subject is complete, consequently we do
not import any information. This is an interesting
example showing that an high number of links,
5220 in this case, does not necessarily mean a
good linkset quality.

Reachability. We distinguish between tests created
by mk_4 from tests created by mk_0. In the for-
mer tests (Figure 7 and Figure 6), the subject the-
saurus is never complete, since we have deleted
some concepts to create paths of length 4. As a
consequence, the concepts gain should never be
zero. Considering both test sets generated with
mk_4, substantially concepts gain and reachabil-

ity are quite zero (≤0.1) for tests number 2, 5,
6, 24, 26, 34, 36 in Figures 6 and 7, plus tests 9
and 10 in Figure 6. In all these tests the object
thesaurus has been heavily reduced through the
modifier dco_90, that deletes the higher num-
ber of concepts. Moreover, in some tests also
the linkset is reduced, thus, a very low value for
concepts gain and reachability is reasonable. For
tests created by mk_0 the subject of some tests
is complete so the concepts gain is exactly zero,
as shown in Figure 8. It is useful to highlight
that the thesauri and linkset originated by mk_0
have such characteristic: each concept in the sub-
ject is connected with the correspondent concept
in the object, thus the linkset is made by 5220
links, one for each concept. The modifiers dcs_x
and dco_x when directly applied to these sets do
not perform any modifications since they do not
delete concepts involved in the linkset. Only tests
in which the modifiers dls_x or dlo_x are ap-
plied first can give some gain. This is the reason
why many tests in Figure 8 have concepts gain
and reachability equal to zero, in all these cases
the subject is complete, thus, the linkset does not
reach any new information.

RQ1-2: Considering the case in which the linkset pro-
vide importing for the considered properties or new
SKOS concepts. Both the measures are greater than
zero when the gain is greater than zero. So, we can say
the measures correctly detect when a linkset is bring-
ing advantages in term of gain.

Importing. As shown in Figure 4, the importing is
an upper bound of the property gain. It correctly
detects the linkset which brings new values, in
fact, as it can be observed in Figure 4, for each
peak in the curves of the property gain there is a
correspondent peak in the curve of the importing.

Reachability. The reachability (see Figures 7, 6) is
a lower bound of the concepts gain. Thus, reach-
ability identifies a minimum level of quality of
the linkset considered. This is a useful and safety
information for producers and consumer that can
be sure to reach at least a certain level of quality
through a specific linkset. This group contain all
the tests not included in the RQ1-1.

RQ2: What about the reliability of the our mea-
sure results? When does our measure provide reli-
able information for completeness? When is it not
reliable? In general, we can observe that for low val-
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Fig. 4. Normalized importing and Property Gain considering skos:prefLabel

Fig. 5. Importing, Property Gain and CL
r considering skos:prefLabel

ues of gain both measures are very reliable, while, for
high values of gain the error between the gain and the
measures increase. We guess that this situation prob-
ably depend on the closeness between the comple-
mented thesaurus and the gold standard, but, for reach-
ability this needs some further investigation to be bet-
ter explained.

Importing. Normalized importing is an upper bound
of property gain; it distinguish the situations in
which we do not have any gain from those in
which the gain is greater than zero. Moreover, in
the situations in which the property gain is greater
than zero the dimension of the error of the nor-
malized importing depends on the closeness be-
tween the complemented thesaurus and the gold
standard property values. We can observe that:

1. when the complemented thesaurus is equal to
the gold standard the values of importing and
property gain are the same; as shown in Fig-
ure 4 for test sets 1.1, 1.2, 1.3. In these tests,
we delete information only in the subject, thus,

through the interlinking we capture in the ob-
ject thesaurus all the information necessary to
complete the subject; in this way, the com-
plemented thesaurus become exactly equal the
gold standard;

2. the error of importing increases proportionally
to the difference between the complemented
thesaurus and the gold standard. In fact, con-
sidering the importing curve, each peak corre-
spond roughly to a different test set. Analysing
each peak (see Figure 4), we observe that the
difference between property gain and import-
ing is high when the number of test inside a
test set is high (e.g., for test set 4, the differ-
ence for test 4.3 is higher than for test 4.1).
Considering Table 1, we discover that for high
test number, inside the same test sets, we in-
crease the percentage of deletions we apply
to subject, object and linkset. These deletions
raise the difference between complemented
thesaurus and gold standard.
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Reachability. The normalized reachability is in gen-
eral a lower bound for the concepts gain. In par-
ticular, the measure is more precise when the con-
cepts gain is low and in particular is zero when
the concepts gain is zero. For tests in which the
concepts gain is higher than 0.4, the maximum er-
ror between the value of the two functions is 0.2.
Thus, reachability is able to correctly discrimi-
nate when two linksets have very different val-
ues of reachability, while when the two values are
similar the function should not be totally reliable.
As a consequence, a refinement of the error eval-
uation is needed to better discriminate all the sit-
uations. We guess that also for reachability there
is a correspondence between error and the close-
ness of complemented thesaurus and gold stan-
dard, that should be further investigated.

As clearly shown in Figure 5, the property gain
and the importing without normalization are affected
by the linkset coverage, that is our normalization fac-
tor. A low coverage means few links which import
skos:prefLabel values. It implies a low property
gain, since the majority of the considered concepts are
not involved in the linkset and can not be improved by
complementation. But, these few links might import a
significant percentage of skos:prefLabel values
for single link. In this case, the not normalized import-
ing is high, but, it is representative only of a small sub-
set of the concepts involved in the linkset, so it might
be misleading for the property gain of the overall com-
plemented thesaurus. Comparing the normalized im-
porting in Figure 4 with the linkset coverage in Fig-
ure 5, we can observe that the normalized importing
is a better property gain estimator than the interlinking
completeness/ linkset coverage.

6. Application

A prototype of the importing and reachability scor-
ing functions has been implemented in JAVA/JENA,
and applied to evaluate the quality of linksets among
environmental SKOS thesauri. We focus on two link-
sets, the first is a linkset from EARTh to GEMET
(E2GEM with 4365 links) and the second is a linkset
from EARTh to Agrovoc (E2AGR with 1436 links).
Both linksets have EARTh as linkset object, which
is a thesaurus of 14351 concepts, and they have re-
spectively GEMET (5220 concepts) and AGROVOC
(over 32000 concepts) [7] as object datasets. E2GEM

and E2AGR have been created and validated in the
context of eENVplus project [3]. Our purpose is to
investigate (i) which of the two linksets imports in
EARTh the greater number of skos:prefLabel
/ skos:altLabel in different languages and (ii)
which of the considered linksets is better in terms of
new concepts that can be reached through thesauri
cross-walking.

In real applications, there is no a gold standard
against which the completeness of complemented the-
saurus can be evaluated. Thus, the part of normaliza-
tion coefficient which refers to gold standard has to
be estimated according to the need of specific appli-
cations. In order to assess the importing, we can as-
sume that a thesaurus having one skos:prefLabel
and one skos:altLabel for each language and
concept is multilingually complete. Thus, to measure
the multilingual importing capability of a linkset we
can consider the |TG|p| (Definition 16 ) equal to the
number of concepts of the subject thesaurus. In our
application, we estimate the coverage of the linkset
wrt gold standard with the function |Links(L)|/
|ConceptInEARTh|. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 9, where radial axes include: (i) one axis for each
considered language, and (ii) an axis “total” repre-
senting the average gain independently from the lan-
guage. Focusing on skos:prefLabel, see Figure
9.a, the linkset E2GEM has an higher multilingual gain
than E2AGR, in fact, it imports in EARTh more val-
ues for a greater number of languages. On the other
hand, considering importing for skos:altLabel,
see Figure 9.b, E2AGR has a very modest multilin-
gual gain, but it imports in EARTh skos:altLabel
for languages that can’t be obtained with E2GEM.
So, the choice of the best linkset is not trivial, it de-
pends on the specific languages in which we are in-
terested. For example, considering the importing for
skos:prefLabel (Figure 9.a) the set of languages
imported from E2GEM largely differs from those im-
portable via E2AGR. In fact, only 10 out of the 41 con-
sidered languages are importable from both linksets
(i.e., ar, ru, es, tr, pt, pl, de, fr, hu, cs), about 19 out of
41 (e.g., bg, ga, fi, sl, eu, ro) can be imported only con-
sidering E2GEM, and 8 out of 41 only from E2AGR.
While, for skos:altLabel (Figure 9), we import
about 20 out of 41 languages from E2AGR and about 4
of 41 from E2GEM. The maximum multilingual gain
obtained with E2AGR and E2GEM is around 0.1 and
0.3 respectively, which implies that complementing
EARTh via the aforementioned linkset we might earn
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Fig. 6. Normalized reachability vs Concepts Gain, results on test sets created with 40% of 4-hops-length paths.

Fig. 7. Normalized reachability vs Concepts Gain, results on test sets created with 10% of 4-hops-length paths.

Fig. 8. Normalized reachability vs Concepts Gain, results on test sets created with 0% of 4-hops-length paths.

at maximum the 10% and 30% of the overall transla-
tions in the complemented dataset.

Concerning reachability, we have different possibili-
ties to set the normalization coefficient. For example, if
we want to estimate the percentage of concepts gained
in the subject’s browsing space through the linkset
cross-walking, we can set the coefficient VTG|r in Def-
inition 17 equal to the number of concepts available in
the subject dataset. In this way, a reachability equals

to 1 implies we have doubled the number of concepts
in the subject thesaurus browsing space; a reachabil-
ity equals to 1.5 implies we have gained one and half
the number of concepts in the subject dataset, and so
on. Alternatively, we can set VTG|r as the goal num-
ber of concepts we wish to add in the subject thesaurus
browsing space. In this case, the reachability represent
the closeness to the prefixed goal: a reachability value
equal to 1 implies the complete achievement of the ob-
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(a) skos:prefLabel (b) skos:altLabel

Fig. 9. Importing for E2AGR and E2GEM normalized by linkset coverage (i.e., |Links(L)|/|ConceptInEARTh|)

Fig. 10. Reachability for E2AGR and E2GEM normal-
ized with (NumOfConceptsInObject − |Links(L)|)/
|ConceptInEARTh|)
jective. The reachability has been applied on the link-
sets E2GEM and E2AGR for K = 2, 3, 4 and the re-
sults are shown in Figure 10. It is evident that E2AGR
outperforms E2GEM: independently from the K con-
sidered, E2GEM gains less than 0.1 (namely, 10% of
the EARTh concept cardinality), while E2AGR gains
a minimum of 0.5 (50%) when K ≥ 2 up to the 1.2
(120%) when K = 4, which means that the EARTh
browsing space is more than doubled.

The limited contribution of E2GEM in enriching the
EARTh browsing space is not very surprising, since
EARTh can be considered as an extension and a revi-
sion of GEMET [3]. In fact, more than 4000 concepts
of the GEMET concepts have been natively included in
EARTh, thus only few concepts of GEMET can enrich
the EARTh browsing space.

In conclusion, it is important to remark that even
if the number of links in the linkset has been of-

ten considered as a rough measure of linkset qual-
ity and our two measures offer a far better insight in
linkset quality. In fact, just considering the number
of links, E2GEM outperforms E2AGR, whereas, as
shown in Figure 9 and in Figure 10, the linkset qual-
ity largely vary depending on the considered comple-
mentation purpose (e.g., improving a thesaurus multi-
lingualism or enriching its browsing space). Although
E2GEM has more links than E2AGR, E2AGR dras-
tically outperforms E2GEM for enriching the brows-
ing space, see Figure 10, and it imports much more
skos:altLabel for languages such as polish (pl) ,
japanese (ja), portuguese (pt), see Figure 9.b.

7. Related work

A recent systematic review of quality assessment
for linked data can be found in the SWJ submission
[23] and in the deliverable produced by EU funded
project PlanetData [15]. They reviews quality dimen-
sions which are traditionally considered in data and in-
formation quality (e.g., availability, timeliness, com-
pleteness, relevancy, availability, consistency), as well
as more Linked Data specific dimensions such as li-
censing and interlinking. Among the measures re-
viewed in the aforementioned works, we discuss the
measures for completeness and interlinking closely re-
lated to the contribution of this paper. In [23], com-
pleteness is measured in terms of (i) schema complete-
ness, the degree to which the classes and the properties
of an ontology are represented [10] [16]; (ii) property
completeness, the measure of the missing values for a
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specific property [10]; (iii) population completeness,
the percentage of all real-world objects of a particular
type that are represented in the datasets [10,16]. These
measures basically correspond to the notions of inten-
sional, extensional and LDS completeness discussed in
[15] that are defined for datasets, not for linkset qual-
ity. In particular, we have considered the property com-
pleteness and the population completeness to define,
respectively, property and concepts gain of the com-
plemented thesaurus.

Framework LINK-QA [11], considered also in [23]
for the interlinking quality dimension, defines two
network measures specifically designed for Linked
Data (Open SameAs chains, and Descriptive Richness)
and three classic network measures (degree, centrality,
clustering coefficient) for determining whether a set of
links improves the overall quality of Linked Data. Our
importing and reachability substantially differ from the
scoring functions proposed in LINK-QA for these rea-
sons: (i) LINK-QA works on links independently from
the fact that they are part or not of the same link-
sets; (ii) LINK-QA addresses correctness of links, it
does not deal with gain in completeness of the comple-
mented dataset. 8 In particular, the Descriptive Rich-
ness measures how much is added to the description of
a resource through the use of a owl:sameAs, which
is very close to the principle behind our importing and
reachability. However, Descriptive Richness is some-
how a coarse aggregation of our measures, which does
not distinguish among the different kinds of informa-
tion that can be added, the number of hops to consider,
thus it does not seem useful in targeting the scenario
considering the enrichment of thesaurus multilingual-
ism and the enrichment of browsing space in k hops.
As pointed out in [23], LINK-QA also proposes an in-
terlinking completeness which determines the degree
to which entities in the dataset are interlinked. This
completeness measure is closely related to our previ-
ous work [2], that proposes a set of scoring functions
for assessing owl:sameAs linkset quality. It strongly
relies on the notion of types, namely classes of the
entities exposed in a dataset and its related linksets.
In particular, linkset entity coverage for type special-
izes the interlinking completeness proposed in [11],
grouping entities according to their type. The measure
|Links(L)|/|TG|p| used to normalized the proposed
importing measure is derived by these previous cover-

8The quality dimensions addressed by LINK-QA are not ex-
plicitly stated. We exclude that LINK-QA considers completeness,
since, it tries to correlate network measures and bad link detection.

age functions. While, the importing measure goes be-
yond the linkset completeness and linkset entity cover-
age for type, in fact, it measures the link contribution
in the completness of the complementated thesaurus
and not only the average number of links for entities.

More recent works are LiQuate [19] and [12] which
aim at investigating the quality of data and links in life
science Linked Data from Bio2RDF project. LiQuate
[19] relies on Bayesian Networks to answer to qual-
ity validation requests including the probability of in-
complete and inconsistent links among a set of given
resources. [12] conducts an empirical link analysis de-
ploying network metrics such as degree, average dis-
tance and clustering coefficient to analyze three types
of graphs: the graph of datasets, entities and terms.
Neither LiQuate nor [12] attempt to characterize the
quality of linkset in terms of the added value a linkset
can bring when complementing a dataset.

A set of quality measures specific for SKOS the-
sauri relevant for this paper have been proposed in
[21]. The paper summarizes a set of 26 quality issues
for SKOS thesauri and shows how these can be de-
tected and improved by deploying qSKOS [14], Pool-
Party checker, and Skosify [20]. Among the men-
tioned issues, incomplete language coverage is partic-
ularly worth for our work. Incomplete language cov-
erage arises when the set of language tags used by the
literal values linked with a concept are not the same
for all concepts. Our measure assesses the goodness
of a linkset when complementing a thesauri to import
further skos:altLabel and skos:prefLabel,
and might represent a shortcut to address incom-
plete language coverage. Unfortunately, an analysis
on linksets among thesauri is not included in [21]:
missing out-links and in-links are adopted as indi-
cators of SKOS thesaurus quality, but, their poten-
tial for complementation, in terms of reachability of
new concepts or importing of skos:prefLabel
and skos:altLabel values, when dealing with in-
complete language coverage, is not considered.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we address an aspect of linkset quality,
while the majority of existing works focus on dataset
quality. We state that, in the evolution of the Web of
Data into the Global Data Space, linksets should have
the same importance of datasets, thus, linkset qual-
ity should be considered as an independent branch of
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Linked Data quality, and not simply as one of the qual-
ity dimensions.

We propose two linkset quality measures, the im-
porting and the reachability, which evaluate
skos:exactMatch-linkset potential when comple-
menting datasets with their interlinked information.
The reachability and importing estimate, respectively,
the ability of a linkset to enrich a thesaurus with new
concepts and with new property values. Our measures
assumes SKOS core and inverse properties material-
ization as well as the correctness of the thesauri and
linksets. The reachability also requires the complete-
ness of the linksets.

We experimentally relate our measures to the com-
pleteness gain: the gain of new concepts and new prop-
erty values obtained by cross-walking a linkset. Un-
fortunately, as far as we know, there not exist bench-
marks suited for testing the completeness of comple-
mented thesauri. Thus, in order to validate our mea-
sures, we have built a benchmark from scratch address-
ing as much as possible the drawbacks usually affect
synthetic benchmarks.

The validation shows that the normalized measures,
namely the importing and reachability multiplied for
linkset coverage and concept coverage respectively,
are good predictors for completeness gain in the com-
plemented thesaurus. Both the normalized measures
discern correctly whether or not a linkset brings some
concepts or property completness gain. The normal-
ized importing is an upper bound for the complete-
ness gain, and its error increases as it increases the dif-
ferences between the complemented thesaurus and de-
sired complete thesaurus. The normalized reachabil-
ity is a lower bound for concept completeness gain in
the complemented thesaurus. The error of normalized
reachability, even if not fully characterized, is in av-
erage rather small, its maximum results be lower than
20%. Thus, the measure is reliable when comparing
linksets with quite distant reachability values, but, it is
less reliable when reachability value are very close.

We provide an example of real application of im-
porting and reachability to evaluate the gain in term of
multilingual labels and browsing space on real linksets
developed in the EU project eENVplus. The example
demonstrates that our metrics provide an insight into
the linkset potential.

As future work, we plan to further and better an-
alyze and characterize the estimation errors for both
importing and reachability in order to improve their
reliability. We also plan to apply our measure for
evaluate the quality of other skos:exactMatch

linksets existing in the context of LOD cloud, in
order to start a sort of quality analysis of inter-
linking in the LOD cloud. Moreover, issues con-
cerning the application of our measures to other
SKOS properties have also to be investigated. We
plan to investigate the application of our measures on
owl:sameAs linksets and to possibly extend the
characterization of linkset quality considering further
dimensions and defining new scoring functions.
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